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Designed by Denise Yezbak Moore 
Featuring Bead Gallery® beads 
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Materials: 
 
Lustered Green/Yellow Agate Bracelet  
14     Bead Gallery® dyed agate stone faceted silver lustered round 
         12mm beads (19771) 
14     Bead Gallery® gold iris hematine stone 1x4mm square beads 
         (12816) 
10”   Beadalon® Elasticity stretch cord (JEO.8T-0025M) 

 
Red Tiger Eye Bracelet  
06     Bead Gallery® red tiger eye stone faceted silver lustered round 
         12mm beads (19754) 
06     Bead Gallery® red tiger eye stone faceted silver lustered round 
         8mm beads (19744) 
06     Bead Gallery® red tiger eye stone faceted silver lustered round 
         6mm beads (19753) 
18     Bead Gallery® gold iris hematine stone 1x4mm square beads 
         (12816) 
10”   Beadalon® Elasticity stretch cord (JEO.8T-0025M) 
 
Celtic Knot Bracelet  
01     Bead Gallery® gold tone patina metal Celtic design large 
         10mm beads (20750) 
09     Bead Gallery® yellow tiger eye stone faceted silver lustered 
         round 8.5mm beads (19758) 
06     Bead Gallery® golden tiger eye stone faceted silver lustered 
         round 6.3mm beads (19741) 
06     Bead Gallery® black tiger eye stone faceted silver lustered 
         round 6mm beads (19747) 
20     Bead Gallery® gold iris hematine stone 1x4mm square beads 
         (12816) 
10”   Beadalon® Elasticity stretch cord (JEO.8T-0025M) 
 
India Agate Rainbow Bracelet  
07     Bead Gallery® India agate stone faceted rainbow lustered 
         round 10mm beads (19762) 
07     Bead Gallery® bloodstone faceted round lentil 6.5x4.4mm 
         beads (19726) 
07     Bead Gallery® India agate stone faceted rainbow lustere 
         round 6mm beads (19760) 
21     Bead Gallery® gold tone plated 1.5x4mm nugget rondell beads 
         (12535) 
10”   Beadalon® Elasticity stretch cord (JEO.8T-0025M) 



 
Stone Lentil Bracelet  
05     Bead Gallery® Indian agate stone faceted round lentil 
         8.2x5.3mm beads (19723) 
05     Bead Gallery® bloodstone faceted round lentil 8.5mm7mm 
         beads (19725) 
05     Bead Gallery® Indian agate stone faceted round lentil 
         6.4x3.7mm beads (19724) 
05     Bead Gallery® golden tiger eye stone faceted round lentil 
         6.2x4mm beads (19739) 
20     Bead Gallery® gold tone plated 1.5x4mm nugget rondell beads 
         (12535) 
10”   Beadalon® Elasticity stretch cord (JEO.8T-0025M) 
 
Golden Tiger Eye Bracelet  
01     Bead Gallery® golden tiger eye stone faceted round lentil 
         10.4x7mm beads (19737) 
08     Bead Gallery® yellow tiger eye stone faceted silver lustered 
         round 10.4mm beads (19759) 
09     Bead Gallery® yellow tiger eye tone faceted round lentil 
         6.4x4.5mm beads (19733) 
20     Bead Gallery® gold tone plated 1.5x4mm nugget rondell beads 
         (12535) 
10”   Beadalon® Elasticity stretch cord (JEO.8T-0025M) 
 
Tools:  
Beadalon® Classic nipper tool (JTNIP1) 

 G-S Hypo Cement (JA-GSHYPO) 
Bead Bugs® 
 
Level of difficulty (Beginner) 
 
Time – Less than 10 minutes per bracelet 
 
Tips: Stretch cord before stringing your beads.  This will help maintain 
the shape of your bracelet.  
 
Be sure to measure your wrist to insure a proper fit. Add and 
subtract beads as needed.  
 
A great alternative to the overhand knot is the surgeon’s knot.  
  
 
      



Instructions:  
Lustered Green/Yellow Agate Bracelet 
1. Cut 10” of stretch cord. 
2. Stretch cord well before stringing your beads.  This will help  

maintain the bracelets shape in the future. 
3. Attach Bead Bug to end of 10” of stretch cord. 
4. String (hematine square, agate lustered 12mm) repeat 12 times, 

and agate lustered 12mm. 
5. Remove Bead Bug, bring both ends together, form an  

overhand knot, and Pull tight. Form a second overhand knot, pull 
tight and dab knot with glue.  Let Dry. 

6. Hide knot inside of closest bead. 
 

Red Tiger Eye Bracelet 
7. Cut 10” of stretch cord. 
8. Stretch cord well before stringing your beads.  This will help  

maintain the bracelets shape in the future. 
9. Attach Bead Bug to end of 10” of stretch cord. 
10. String (red tiger eye 12mm, hematine square, red tiger eye 8mm, 

hematine square, red tiger eye 6mm, hematine square) repeat 5 
times. 

11. Remove Bead Bug, bring both ends together, form an  
overhand knot, and Pull tight. Form a second overhand knot, pull 
tight and dab knot with glue.  Let Dry. 

12. Hide knot inside of closest bead. 
 

 Celtic Knot Bracelet 
13. Cut 10” of stretch cord. 
14. Stretch cord well before stringing your beads.  This will help  

maintain the bracelets shape in the future. 
15. Attach Bead Bug to end of 10” of stretch cord. 
16. String tiger eye 8.5mm, hematine square, (tiger eye 8.5mm, 

hematine square, tiger eye 6.3mm, hematine square, tiger eye 
6mm, hematine square) repeat 5 times, tiger eye 8.5mm, 
hematine square, tiger eye 8.5mm, Celtic Bead. 

17. Remove Bead Bug, bring both ends together, form an  
overhand knot, and Pull tight. Form a second overhand knot, pull 
tight and dab knot with glue.  Let Dry. 

18. Hide knot inside of closest bead. 
 

India Agate Rainbow Bracelet 
19. Cut 10” of stretch cord. 
20. Stretch cord well before stringing your beads.  This will help  

maintain the bracelets shape in the future. 



21. Attach Bead Bug to end of 10” of stretch cord. 
22. String (India agate 10mm, gold nugget spacer, bloodstone lentil, 

gold nugget spacer, India agate 6mm, gold nugget spacer) 
repeat 6 times. 

23. Remove Bead Bug, bring both ends together, form an  
overhand knot, and Pull tight.  Form a second overhand knot, 
pull tight and dab knot with glue.  Let Dry. 

24. Hide knot inside of closest bead. 
 

Stone Lentil Bracelet 
25. Cut 10” of stretch cord. 
26. Stretch cord well before stringing your beads.  This will help  

maintain the bracelets shape in the future. 
27. Attach Bead Bug to end of 10” of stretch cord. 
28. String (bloodstone lentil, gold nugget spacer, agate lentil, gold 

nugget spacer, tiger eye lentil, gold nugget spacer, small agate 
lentil, gold nugget spacer) repeat 4 timesl. 

29. Remove Bead Bug, bring both ends together, form an  
overhand knot, and Pull tight.  Form a second overhand knot, 
pull tight and dab knot with glue.  Let Dry. 

30. Hide knot inside of closest bead. 
 

Golden Tiger Eye Bracelet 
31. Cut 10” of stretch cord. 
32. Stretch cord well before stringing your beads.  This will help  

maintain the bracelets shape in the future. 
33. Attach Bead Bug to end of 10” of stretch cord. 
34. String (tiger eye round 10.4mm, gold nugget spacer, tiger eye 

lentil, gold nugget spacer) repeat 7 times, gold nugget spacer, 
tiger eye lentil, 2 gold nugget spacers. 

35. Remove Bead Bug, bring both ends together, form an  
overhand knot, and Pull tight.  Form a second overhand knot, 
pull tight and dab knot with glue.  Let Dry. 

36. Hide knot inside of closest bead. 
 

 


